
Zero Depth Interactive Fountains 

BASIC FOUNTAIN 1 
This is an economical starting point, A number of 
brass, static height jets. 
♦Easy to Maintain 
♦Safe for children to play 
♦Optional LED Lighting Single Colour per nozzle 
♦Can be switched off and the area utilized for other 

activities   

This is more animated fountain with groups of jets 
Being switched on and off in programmed sequence 
♦The height jets will be pre-set. 
♦Safe for children to play 
♦LED Lighting for night operation 
♦Optional Colour changing Lighting 
♦Easy to Maintain 
♦Can be switched off and the area utilized for other 

activities   

BASIC FOUNTAIN 2 

This is more animated fountain with groups of jets 
Being switched on and off in programmed sequence 
♦Each jet has a water switch and can be individually 

controlled the fountain is choreographed with light-
ing to provide an entertaining show 

♦The height jets can be VFD Controlled 
♦Safe for children to play 
♦LED Lighting for night operation 
♦Optional Colour changing 

Lighting 
♦Easy to Maintain 
♦Can be switched off and the 

area utilized for other activities   

ADVANCED FOUNTAIN 

Modular WaterSwitch Unit 
with RGB LED Lighting 



 

MUSIC FOUNTAINS 

This is the ultimate type of fountain, choreographed to 
music with option of fog jets, laser, video projection 
and fire this can be an awe inspiring sight 

PIONEER PARK (Wemmer Pan)  
This Music fountain - uses VFD’s to control a number 
of pumps which in turn will drive a number of jets each 
simultaneously. The 600 lights are controlled with solid 
state relays - A 32,000W Electro-Voice Sound System 
Show Flow Software -  for programming the shows for 
music selection and show times 
This can be controlled over the internet  

CONTROL PANNELS 

MOE (Midi Over Ethernet) 
This is the ultimate programming control system for 
Musical Fountains - This system with its virtual foun-
tain programming system is the specifically designed 
for this type of system MONTECASINO Music Fountain 


